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Helsieni is the name of the company with which we have grown urban mushrooms on 
unexploited resources since 2016. 

It is a world play with Helsinki: where we operate, and Sieni: mushroom in Finnish.

The project of modular mushroom farm that we present here finds its bases from our 
own observations and unsatisfied needs.

About us



Stéphane is an electrical and production engineer with an interest 
in organic farming. He co-founded Helsieni, where he works as the 
mushroom production manager. He is skilled in machinery design. 

Chris is a designer with an interest in sustainability and industrial 
ecology.  He co-founded Helsieni, where he works as the B to C product 

manager. He is skilled in product design and customer relations. 

Benoit has an international business background. 
Enthusiast of Helsieni from the first days, he joined as 
the first employee in 2019 to develop the sales.

Sini is a circular economy expert. She co-founded 
Helsieni, which consults her for circular economy and 

sustainable development projects. 



Dominant model in the mushroom industry

High-tech factories 
High starting costs
High energy costs

© MushComb

Low food prices Low profits
High carbon footprint

Most resource dedicated 
to machinery investments
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How do we propose to change it?

Low-tech turnkey modular 
growing unit

Low initial investment
High energy efficiency

Scalable to the desired size 

Higher value thanks to 
high quality products Decent profits

Most resource dedicated 
to staff expense
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Helsieni’s innovation: a low-tech modular mushroom growing unit

Fresh air intake (DC 24V 
computer fans)

stale air outlet (common for 
all connected modules)

Ultrasonic humidifier (DC 24V; optionally 
common for all connected modules)

Air quality controller (DC 24V)

Mushroom substrate 
hanging bags

Transparent covering 
enables the use of existing 

lamps or windows (optional 
dark covering and LED 

lamps)

Modules are meant to be assembled to 
shape a commercial farm of any size. 
They include extensive instructions 
and services to realize a successful 
business model.



All our designs are shared open-source. 
We believe that only better cooperation will allow small farmers 
to compete worldwide with food factories.

Why is it needed? 

For 3 years, Helsieni has been growing oyster 
mushrooms in retrofitted shipping containers. These are 
performant in many ways but also show drawbacks: 
relatively high startup cost,  high energy consumption, 
need of external help to move them, constant need for 
custom developments and fixing. 

Seeing other mushroom farmers struggling with the same issues, we understood that a true 
relocation of producers closer to food markets will require affordable and reliable low-tech 
production units, together with simple education on how to use them most efficiently.



Who needs it? 
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Hobby farmers: Involved in food production for their 
relatives, many are interested in mushroom production to 
diversify protein sources in their diet. Their will to increase 
capacity is often curbed by high startup costs and a lack of 
knowledge.

Low-tech commercial farmers: Willing to relocate food 
production closer to eaters or restricted by low investment 
capacities, they need productive and reliable frugal 
innovations to compete with industrial producers.
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Green events: Forums and 
festivals are willing to improve 
their sustainability and we believe that it will include food 
production on the spot. Mushrooms can grow in organic waste 
such as coffee grounds, making it most suitable for such uses.



Who do we compete with? 
No product available on the market currently offers the similar features of modularity and smooth 
scaleup possibilities as ours. However we have to consider the following existing options, which 
may be competitors as well as inspirators:
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Forums, open-source designs and online education
+ Available everywhere. Sometimes free of cost.
- No ready product available. No standard. Long time 

needed before starting a commercial operation. Business 
models are rarely shared and not always viable. 

Hydroponic tents.
+ Small startup cost.

- Not equipped with adapted machinery. Not meant to be 
assembled. Not designed for commercial production.

Semi-industrial mushroom growing technology.
+ Reliable and partially modular.
- Overdimensioned technology. High startup cost.

© Trafika urban hydroponics



Business model at development stage: 3 first years
 

Costs for 3 years (k€) Revenues for 3 years (k€)

Market Analysis, Marketing, Sales 100 Product Sales 120

Machinery and Equipment 150 Service Sales 130

Staff Expense: R&D 340 Grants, Capital investments and Loans 600

Staff Expense: Production & delivered Services 170

Staff Expense: Sales & Administration 90

TOTAL 850 TOTAL 850

Because our technology is 100% open-source, its development will benefit the entire society. This 
is why we hope to fund this project mainly with public grants. Capital investments and loans will 
be seeked only if we fail in funding 100% of the project with grants. 



Business model at maturity stage
 

Costs per year (k€) Revenues per year (k€)

Marketing, Sales 20 Product Sales 200

Machinery and Equipment 80 Service Sales 200

Staff Expense: R&D 40

Staff Expense: Production & delivered Services 120

Staff Expense: Sales & Administration 40

TOTAL 300 TOTAL 400

PROFIT per year: 100k€ (25%)

In addition to loans payback, profits will be used in priority to develop new products and improve 
working conditions and salaries. The company will make a shareholders agreement based on the 
steward-ownership model to protect it from extractive capital. 



Contact details

Stéphane Poirié

 stephane@helsieni.fi 

+358 44 983 7274

info@helsieni.fi 
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